Family Health Care Decisions Act (FHCDA) and
how it affects hospitals in New York City

New York’s Family Health Care Decisions Act (FHCDA )
•Went into effect June 1, 2010. Leaves in place (i) laws that allow for the appointment of legal guardians
and (ii) the health care proxy law (which allows a patient to appoint a health care agent to make health
care decisions in the event the patient loses the capacity to do so).
Step 1 – Can the patient make his/ her own decision? If yes, then the FHCDA does not apply
Step 2 – If no, we ask if is there a legal guardian or health care proxy? If yes, then the FHCDA does not
apply
Step 3 – If there is no legal guardian or health care proxy, then the FHCDA does apply and it specifies
who has legal authority to make health care decisions, using the following surrogate list (in list of priority)
• Spouse or domestic partner.
• Adult child.
• Parent.
• Sibling.
• Close adult friend or relative familiar with the patient’s views about health care.

Case Study #1 of the FHCDA

Facts
•In 2007, Patient John signed a health care proxy naming his then loving daughter, Susan,
his proxy to make all health care decisions for him in case he became incapacitated.
•Within a year, Father John and his daughter had a massive blowup resulting in neither
one of them contacting the other for the past two years. John has made mention that he
doesn’t want to ever see or communicate with daughter Susan for the rest of his life.
•In the interim, John’s son, Tom, has been taking care of his father, paying all his bills and
making sure his needs are met. John is now hospitalized and in a coma due to a stroke.
•Son Tom expresses to the hospital his wishes to make his father’s medical decisions
under the FHCDA. Daughter Susan shows up at the hospital and disagrees with Tom’s
health care decisions regarding her father.
Question: Who should the hospital listen to Tom or Susan regarding their father’s
healthcare decisions?

Case Study #2 of the FHCDA

Facts
•

Patient Mary is placed into the hospital and also has severe dementia. Her live-in
companion for the past 5 years, Alfred, now seeks to invoke “surrogate” powers under
the FHCDA.

•

Mary’s only child, Steve, opposes anything authority that Alfred seeks to have
regarding his mother.

•

Steve asserts that he is the sole “blood” relative of Mary and that his mother has been
a widow for the past 7 years since his father died during their long marriage.

Question: Who has the authority to make healthcare decisions for Mary since her state of
dementia makes her incapable of making decisions for herself? Companion Alfred or
son Steve?

Case Study #3 of the FHCDA

Facts
•

While in the hospital for a routine procedure, patient Jerry expressed in a conversation to his
physician Jones and nurse Smith, during a bed checkup, that if his treatment ever gets critical
and he is put on life support, his desire that all life support efforts be withdrawn. The doctor and
nurse joke with Jerry that his condition is so benign that this scenario would never happen and
they proceed to discuss the Yankees defeat by the Texas Rangers.

•

Within that week, patient Jerry’s routine procedure takes a severe turn resulting in internal
bleeding and organ shutdown. Dr. Jones remembering his conversation with Jerry, decides to
remove all life support from the patient.

•

Upon hearing this decision, Jerry’s wife, Selma, becomes hysterical and demands that the life
support machine stays hooked up to her husband.

Question#1: What should Dr. Jones do, follow Jerry’s wishes or listen to Selma, the wife?
Question#2: Would this answer be any different if wife Selma, held a Health Care Proxy?
Question#3:Would this answer be any different if wife Selma held a Power of Attorney?

Case Study #4 of the FHCDA

Facts
•

The hospital medical staff has made a determination that patient Sara is incapacitated.
She believes that water is flowing through her veins and the CIA is behind this plot,
using her as an experiment. Sara is very verbal to all the doctors, nurses and family
members regarding her beliefs.

•

Sara’s adult daughter, Betty, consults with the hospital staff and together they believe
there is a procedure that can help Sara. Sara vehemently objects to the procedure,
thinking that the doctors are additional CIA operatives who now plan to inject rat
poison in her veins and refuses to allow the hospital to treat her.

•

Everyone agrees that it would be best for Sara to undergo the procedure except for
Sara.

Question: What should the hospital do?

Case Study #5 of the FHCDA

Facts
•

Patient Wilson is brought into the hospital in a coma. A Guardianship action is immediately
commenced and a Court Appointed Guardian is named. The Court Appointed Guardian has
never met his ward, Patient Wilson.

•

Wilson’s two children attempted to be named guardians, but they lived in California, so the
Court decided that in was in Wilson’s best appoint “local” guardian who could “take care” of
Wilson’s needs.

•

The hospital has come up with various procedures that they feel can assist Wilson and
hopefully bring him out of the coma.

•

The Court appointed guardian, who has still never met Wilson outside his comatose state,
chooses procedure A. Wilson’s two children opt for procedure B. The hospital does not know
who to listen to as both procedures may assist patient Wilson.

Question: Who controls?

HOME INSTEAD SENIOR CARE
400 East 56th Street
Professional Wing, Suite 2
New York, NY 10022
212-614-8057 (24 hours a day, 365 days a year)
www.SeniorCareManhattan.com manhattan@homeinstead.com

• LHCSA (Licensed Home Care Services Agency), fully licensed with New
York State Department of Health.
• Our CAREgivers: over 250 Companions, PCAs, HHAs, CNAs, LPNs, RNs.
• Coverage Area: Manhattan, Queens, Brooklyn & Riverdale (Bronx).
• Staff with Alzheimer's training: 100+ CAREGivers trained.

Christian and Claudia Steiner
Owners and Operators since 2002 of
Home Instead Senior Care (Manhattan)

• Same Day Discharge: we receive call from Social Worker, within 1 hour,
we send an RN at bedside to assess then conduct home safety evaluation
and appropriate caregiver to follow within the hour
• Rates: $10 - $21 an hour, depending on case.
• Long Term Care Insurance: we accept every type.

LifeStream Senior Care
160 East 84th Street
New York, N.Y. 10028
(212) 585-4407
www.lifestreameldercare.com
Lifestrm@aol.com

Services provided by LifeStream Senior Care:

Gary Elias, Esq. (LifeStream) is an attorney
with over 25 years experience. Mr. Elias is
an expert on Elder Law.

Robin Fried (LifeStream) is a Licensed
Certified Social Worker (LCSW) and
Certified Geriatric Care Manager (GCM)
with over 30 years experience

•Care planning assessments to identify problems, eligibility for
assistance and need for services.
•Liaison to families, care oversight & provision of status reports.
•Screen, arrange & monitor in-home care.
•Provide crisis intervention, counseling & support for the clients,
spouses and their family.
•Review medical issues & act as a liaison between physicians &
clients/family.
•Referral to geriatric specialist for specific problems.
•Assist in recommendation & moving to/from retirement complex,
assisted living residences & nursing homes.
•Provide the client & their family with education on elder issues.
•Advocate for the client especially in the area of government
entitlements.
•Services such as food shopping & house cleaning.
•Financial management in the form of assistance with bill paying.
•Assistance with guardianship proceeding.
•Medicare Part D Prescription and Evaluation.

